In this letter, we study the problem of designing an efficient power and bit allocation scheme in the context of a hierarchical image transmission system based on an embedded multi-carrier modulation (EMCM) scheme over digital subscriber line. Authors describe a novel algorithm that performs power minimization under bit rate constraint and QoS requirement. It is based on the Hughes-Hartogs algorithm, and successively allocates the bits of the high, then low priority data streams. Simulations that assess the performance of the proposed algorithm are also provided and discussed; they demonstrate the interest of the proposed scheme.
Introduction
Recently, hierarchical transmission has been investigated in order to improve the performance of digital image and video communications [1] , [2] . The idea of hierarchical transmission is to transmit information with varying reliability according to its importance. A hierarchical transmission system is composed of a hierarchical source coder and corresponding channel coder; it divides the information into several layers (here, two layers) according to their significance, and transmits each layer with different reliability according to the layers. Embedded Multi-carrier Modulation (EMCM) scheme using hierarchical Quadrature Amplitude Modulations (QAM) can be used as a hierarchical channel coder. In this case, a power and bit loading algorithm allows optimizing the transmission bandwith as well as the power distribution among the different sub-channels [3] .
In [4] , Pradhan et al. have proposed a bit and power assignment method to maximize a weighted sum R w of base layer (R 1 ) and refinement layer (R 2 ) rates: R w = µR 1 + (1 − µ)R 2 , subject to a power constraint and bit error rate (BER) requirements. By varying µ we get a trade-off between the base layer and refinement layer throughput rates. In practice, however, the µ parameter value is unknown, and it is difficult to adjust the throughput rates in order to match the optimized value, because both rates are fixed a priori by the encoding parameters of the hierarchical source coder. Hence, the loading algorithm in [4] is not well suited to practical image transmission schemes. In this letter, we study a new bit and power assignment method that is more realistic and better suited to the EMCM image transmission framework. The algorithm minimizes the total power consumption subject to a bit rate constraints and BER requirements for the two layers. It is based on the Hughes-Hartogs allocation method [5] ; the principle is to allocate the bits successively to each of the high-priority and low-priority layers. Finally, simulation results of hierarchical video transmission over digital subscriber line are provided and compared to the ones obtained with the scheme described in [4] , as well as a optimal frequency-divisionmultiplexed (FDM) based scheme described in [6] .
Proposed Algorithm for Power and Bit Allocation
In order to realize a two layers EMCM scheme we use a hierarchical source coder which splits the video source into base information and refinement information. We suppose that the base and refinement information bit rates are R 1 and R 2 , respectively. These two layers are associated to different informational content with varying levels of significance. For example, the base information contains motion vectors and DC coefficients that have to be transmitted reliably to the receiver. The refinement information consists in high-frequency DCT coefficients that have limited impact on visual quality. Hence, we set unequal levels of channel error protection of the base and refinement layers, B 1 and B 2 , respectively.
The base and refinement information are fed into the hierarchical channel coding based on the EMCM scheme using hierarchical modulation. In the modulator, hierarchical QAMs are assigned to each sub channel, so that the same sub channel carries simultaneously the bits of both base and refinement layers. Figure 1 shows some examples of hierarchical QAM constellations. Here, base information bits are assigned to the clusters, and the refinement information bits are assigned to the satellites. The distances d 1 and d 2 are unequal and adjusted to meet the desired BERs. The higher the distance d 1 , the more protected the base layer; but the less protected the refinement layer, due to the limited power constraint. In what follows, we consider the use of hierarchical N/M QAMs, with N = 2 n , n being equal to the number of base information bits, and M = 2 m+n , m being equal to the number of refinement information bits. Practically, the pa- rameters n and m can take odd or even values, so that the N/M QAM constellations can be respectively rectangular or squared.
We now develop the loading algorithm for power minimization under given bit rate constraints and QoS requirements. It based on the well-known Hughes-Hartogs (HH) algorithm, and applies in two steps, in the case of hierarchical transmission. First, the base information bits are allocated: indeed, these bits need to be strongly protected, leading to a higher power consumption requirement. Then, the refinement bits are allocated over the base information bits as shown in Fig. 2 . Hence, the base information bits are transmitted through the sub channels with higher channel gain to noise ratio (CGNR), then refinement bits are allocated in the "best effort" way.
Let R 1 and R 2 denote the transmission rates for base information and refinement information bits, respectively. We consider that the symbol error rates (SER) corresponding to the base and refinement layers, respectively, are independent of the sub channel position, and are derived from the QoS requirements B 1 and B 2 . The loading algorithm leads to the most appropriate sub-channel-to-layer assignment as follows:
• Base information bits are assigned iteratively to the different sub channels for the given BER B 1 : one bit is added to the sub-channel corresponding to a minimal additional power requirement. This procedure is repeated until R 1 is achieved.
• Then, the refinement bits are allocated in the same man- ner for the given BER B 2 under the R 2 bit rate constraint.
The flow chart of the loading algorithm is given in Fig. 3 where k is the sub channel number, n k and m k are respectively the number of base information and refinement information bits per sub channel, P k is the power allocated per sub channel and P T is the total power from the allocation. Note that the total power after loading may exceed the power constraint: in this case, initial conditions cannot be verified practically for the considered channel.
Performance Evaluation
For spectrally shaped channels, we have performed a complete study of the proposed loading algorithm for a MCM scheme over several ADSL channel configurations, and using different bit rates and QoS requirements. The models of subscriber lines proposed by ETSI (denoted Loop1 to Loop8) are used, which take into account the most represen- Table 1 Comparison of the proposed loading algorithm with the EMCM algorithm proposed in [3] .
tative ADSL impairments (attenuation, crosstalk effects)
† . The total number of sub channels and the power budget have been fixed to: L = 256, and: P T = 110 mW respectively, in conformity with ADSL specifications. The bit rate constraints and QoS requirements are given by: R 1 = 600 bits per symbol, R 2 = 400 bits per symbol, B 1 = 10 −7 , B 2 = 10 −3 . Such values are realistic and in accordance with conventional parameters for image transmission over digital subscriber line.
We have first compared our loading algorithm with the optimal EMCM scheme described in [4] . In order to be able to compare the two methods, we proceed as follow: first, we maximize the base information and refinement information data rates for a given total power budget P T and same BER requirements, using the Pradhan's algorithm [4] . Then, the maximal base and refinement layer data rate values, noted here R 1 * and R 2 * respectively, are taken as new input parameters in our algorithm and the minimal power requirement is computed. Results are compared in Table 1 for different channel parameters. We verify that the performances of our power and bit loading algorithm are quite similar to the ones obtained with the EMCM scheme proposed in [4] , with negligible power increase (less than 0.02 dB). Despite this minor fact, our loading algorithm is still better suited to practical image transmission schemes.
We have also compared our algorithm to the one proposed in [6] . This loading algorithm is optimal and minimizes the transmitted power consumption under the same (R 1 ,R 2 ) data rate and (B 1 ,B 2 ) BER requirements, but applies a frequency division multiplex (FDM) transmission scheme instead of an EMCM one. Table 2 shows the comparison between the two loading algorithms. We note that our loading algorithm gives lower power budget in most cases. This improvement is obtained despite the fact that sub-optimal rectangular constellations are used in our EMCM scheme for odd number of bits (instead of optimal cross constella- † In addition, impulsive noise may appear but is generally not taken into account at the allocation stage. Impulsive noise is not considered in this paper, in order to make fair comparison with the allocation schemes proposed in [4] and [6] . Table 2 Comparison of the proposed loading algorithm with the FDM algorithm proposed in [6] .
tions, as used in the FDM scheme). In order to evaluate the corresponding loss of effectiveness, rectangular constellations were used in the odd-case for the FDM scheme and the power loading results were compared with the optimal FDM ones. We have noticed that the average power difference is around 0.4 dB. We can reasonably expect that the design of non rectangular constellations for odd values of bits in the EMCM scheme (like cross constellations) could reduce the power consumption by a similar amount. The study of such constellations constitutes the topic of our current research.
Conclusion
In this letter, we have studied an original loading algorithm for power minimization, and shown its effectiveness compared to other algorithms. We have also clarified that the proposed EMCM scheme can improve the performances of hierarchical image transmission over digital subscriber line.
